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Chapter 4: Key arguments
Leading in a Web of Commitments: Negotiating legitimate

Compromises

• Leading in a Web of Commitments (WoCs)

• Some commitments are common, yet acknowledge
the diversity of WoCs

• Tensions embedded in professional responsibility: 
The different logics of responsibility and 
accountability

• DC as a means and PG as a navigator

• Negotiating legitimate compromises



Core question

When do we know what is a legitimate
compromise or not?

Why (or not) and how may ‘legitimate
compromises’ contribute to a sustainable
future? 



Chapter 5. Key arguments. 
Deliberative Communication as Praxis and Research method 

• All voices should be listened to and equally respected –
different epistemic traditions/perspectives is a recourse 

• Question authorities’ views (senior vs junior researchers)

• Engage with tolerance and respect for the “specific other” 

• Endeavour to make negotiated legitimate compromises to  
reach temporary agreements on action (eg how to analysis) 

• Communicate and deliberate both inside and outside of 
formal settings  - with insider – and outsider

• Acknowledge that DC is no ‘quick fix’ or instrumental method 
– and it might be difficult (eg authorship)



Core questions 

What does it take to use deliberative
communication as a research approach?

What may we gain by using deliberative
communication as a method? 

Is it sustainable?



Chapter 11: key arguments
Re-kindling education as praxis: The promise of

Deliberative leadership

• Leading is teaching and teaching is leading; it concerns all

• A new adjective only? (vs. democratic/dialogical/distributed)+

In our view no, because

• It requires that we articulate the HE insitution’s normative mandate a 
navigator for leadership and decision making

• All voices (students’ and staff’s) must be listened to, tolerated and 
respected

• Decision making requires negotiations  legitimate compromises are for 
actions, yet may be re-negotiated

• Formal leaders cannot abdicate from their leadership responsibilities 
has to make decisions - after negotiations



Core question

• Does Deliberative Leadership offer any new
thoughts about leadership?

If yes; which and why?

If no; why not?

• How may deliberative leadership be a more 
sustainable leading approach than for 
example managerialism?



OR, just:

What if anything have you gained from reading
of the chapter that you would like to share with
your colleagues? 


